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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the behaviour of a sufhciently regular solution 
u of the following free boundary problem: 
(*I 
2 
g-E$fU--/CO, UdO 
a.e. in Q, 
2 
( 
g--E$+u-f .u=o 
> 
24(x, 0) = U(x) for xEZ and u=Oon B. 
Here x denotes the space variable and t the time variable and the following 
abbreviations are made: 
I= (0, 11, Q = HO, 0, B = dZx(0, T). 
In the situation where E > 0 is a small parameter the problem is of a 
singularly perturbed type, in the sense that E multiplies the highest order 
derivative in the equation. 
The central goal in this paper is to describe the asymptotic behaviour of 
the solution of (*) for E JO and the emphasis is on the behaviour of the free 
boundary for E 10. Our analysis contains two main elements: (i) a dis- 
cussion of the structure of a formal approximation of the solution and the 
free boundary for E JO and (ii) concrete error estimates in the maximum 
norm showing the correctness of the highest order term of the formal 
approximation. The derivation of the error estimates is based on precise 
upper and lower barriers for the solution of (*), which can be constructed 
from the formal approximation for the solution. The error estimates are 
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sharp in the sense that they agree in order of E with the next order terms in 
the formal approximation of the solution. One of our results is that we 
demonstrate that under certain mild conditions the free boundary of the 
reduced problem (i.e., (*) with E = 0), which is explicitly known, is O(J) 
close to the unknown free boundary of problem (*) with a positive, small E. 
To keep the proof of the correctness and the construction of the formal 
approximation as clear as possible the coefficients in problem (*) are taken 
as constant, but the generalisation to non-constant coefficients can be dealt 
with in an analogous way. 
This work extends the work of H. J. K. Moet (MO) for stationary elliptic 
problems to a class of dynamic parabolic problems. The Scala of 
possibilities for the behaviour of the free boundary is much richer in the 
dynamic case than in the stationary case. Furthermore, we believe that our 
proof is essentially simpler than the method used in (MO). In J. L. Lions’ 
work (Li) convergence for E 10 of the solution of (*) to the solution of the 
reduced problem is shown in the L,-norm on Q. However, it is clear that 
such a convergence result does not say anything about the position of the 
free boundary for E LO. Moreover, the analysis of the solution of the 
reduced problem in (LI) is incomplete. Here the results in (LI) are 
extended in the sense that the behaviour of the solution and the free 
boundary of the reduced problem are concretised and a precise estimate on 
the location of the free boundary is proved. 
To conclude this introduction we discuss a physical situation to which 
(*) is applicable as a model. Having this in mind helped us understand the 
behaviour of the solution of (*) for E 10. 
Problem (*) can be interpreted as a physical model which describes the 
growing and shrinking of the height of a glacier. The function --u ( 20) 
gives the height of the glacier measured from a flat rockbed. The free 
boundary corresponds to beginning and end points of the glacier. 
The inhomogeneous term f describes where and when it is snowing 
(,f<O), or where and when ice is heated (f > 0). 
The term proportional to u in the equations represents the influence of 
the melting at the bottom, modelled proportionally to the height of the 
glacier. 
Further, the effect of erosion of the glacier is modelled in problem (*) by 
the term -a(i3’u/~x2) with E a positive small parameter. 
The work in this paper shows how the shape of the glacier evolves 
according to this model. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we discuss some 
general properties of the solution u and we introduce some further notation 
and some assumptions. Further, a number of cases are classified, for which 
it is a priori clear that they give rise to different behaviour of the free boun- 
dary. In Section 2 we discuss the structure of a formal approximation of the 
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solution for various distinct cases. Finally, in Section 3 we prove the 
correctness of the constructed approximation and we derive explicit error 
estimates. 
1. CONDITIONS ON THE DATA AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION 
To start with we shall introduce some assumptions concerning the data U 
and f, these assumptions require sufficient regularity of the data, a suf- 
ficiently nice location of the negative supports of the data, and also non- 
degeneracy of the inhomogeneous term f on its nullset. Next we analyse 
some of the consequences of these assumptions. Then we discuss existence, 
uniqueness, regularity, and some further properties of a solution of (*). 
In order to specify the presice form of our assumptions we need some 
more notation. Q’ is a cylinder 3 Q, Q’ = Zx( -s’, T’) with --s’ < 0, T’ > T, 
and B’ = 81x(-s’, T’). Though we consider the problem (*) mainly on Q, 
it has advantages if the inhomogeneous term f is defined on Q’ 1 Q and if 
the solution of (*) is delined on Q” 1 Q with Q” = Zx(0, T”), T< T” < T’. 
Our notation for the negative support of a function h on some domain D 
with /zEC(B) is supp-(A)= {LED 1 h(p)<O}. 
Now we assume: 
Cl: 
(1.1) a. feC'(Q'),f>O on B’, 
b. min{ Ilgradf(x, t)]l I (x, t) E Q’, f(x, t) = 0} = A > 0, 
c. (i) f is stationary, f=f(x), or 
(ii) f is time dependent and 
for t=O:f(x, ,)=O=>~~(.X, r)#O and 
for all (x, t) E Q’:f(x, r) = 0 and ;tx, 1)=o*g<(x, t)#o. 
(1.2) a. GEC’(I), UGO, 
b. supp ~ (U) c I and supp ~ (U) has m < co components, 
supp~(ii)=(X,,X,)u . . . u(X~,,~~,X~~) with O<x,< . . . <x,,<l 
C. UE c2[x2i~ ,, Xzi] for i= 1, . . . . m. 
(1.3) suPP-(f I,=o)csuPP-(fi). 
Note that (1.l.a) implies that supp ~ (f) is bounded away from the boun- 
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dary of the domain. Also supp- (ti) is bounded away from aI, see (1.2.b). 
Condition (1.l.b) expresses the non-degeneracy of the zeros off: 
As a consequence of (l.la), (1.l.b) the set 
(1.4) Z= {(x, ~,EQ’ If@, t,=O} 
consists of a finite number of disjoint, one-dimensional C2-varieties Z,, 
i= 1, . . . . n, if Z is non-empty, i.e., 
(1.5) z= ij zi, 
i= I 
where n = 0 if Z is empty. 
In the situation of a stationary inhomogeneous term as in (1.l.c.i) Z; is 
part of a vertical line. In the time-dependent case Zi has a vertical direction 
exactly in those points where aflat = 0 and (l.l.c.ii) guarantees that the 
number of these points in 0 is finite. Moreover each Zi with i> 1 splits up 
as 
Zi= TivSiu P, 
(1.6) 
T~=Z,CI{(X,I)~~CO}, Ti=,g: Tij 
Si=zjn{(x,t)(g>o}, si=,pv 
P,=Z;n{(x,t) 1&=0], P;$ P!,, 
where T,, S,, and P, denote the components of Ti, Si, and Pi, respec- 
tively. The pieces T, and S, are again disjoint, one-dimensional C2 varieties 
and P, is just one single point. A point P, is always the connection of a 
piece of Z, on which iTIf/& ~0 and a piece where af/& > 0; other 
possibilities are excluded by the condition a2f/at2 # 0 at P,, see (1.l.c.i). 
Furthermore, it is clear that all pieces T,, S, can be parametrized in the 
following way, 
(1.7) 
T,= {(x, t) I xeZij, t=t&x)} 
S,= {(x, t) 1 xeJii, t=s,(x)} 
with t,, siJ C2 on the intervals I, and J,, respectively. Finally (l.l.c.ii) 
implies that the points P, have a t coordinate #O and also that intersec- 
tion of T, or S, with the line t = 0 is transversal, if it occurs. Figure 1 gives 
an impression of the behaviour of the nullset Z off, the pieces Zi , T,, S,, 
etc. 
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. points P. 
1J 
FIG. I. Partition of the nullset of /I 
Let us now briefly discuss the conditions in ( 1. 1 )-( 1.3) in the light of the 
glacier model. First we notice that supp-(U) represents the initial height of 
the glacier. Hence (1.2) ensures that the glacier consists at t = 0 of at most 
m disjunct pieces. The interpretation of supp-(f) at t = t, is the snowfall 
area at time t,. The evolution of the null set Z of f determines how 
the snowfall area in time. At pieces T, snowfall starts and at pieces S,j 
snowfall stops. The last condition in (1.3) is really very natural. If 
X~E supp-(f Irzo) then there is snowfall in a neighbourhood of x0, 
IX- x01 < 6 during a time interval -6 < t < 6 with 6 sufficiently small. 
Physically there is no way that this snow can melt away, i.e., it is necessary 
that at x0 the glacier has a positive height -u(xO) > 0. In terms of the 
glacier model the boundary of the domain I is artificial. By bounding the 
snowfall area and the initial glacier away from this boundary, the glacier 
will always stay away from this artificial boundary as we shall see. 
To conclude this section we summarize some existence, regularity, and 
uniqueness results for problem (*). 
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Sincefe LP(Q) and ii E W2,p(I) n Weep for p 2 1, it can be shown that 
problem (*) has a unique solution such that UE LP((O, T); W2~P(Z)) and 
au/at E L”(Q). It even holds true that u E C(Q) and &/8x, au/& E L”(Q). 
These results are derived in the book of A. Bensoussan and J. L. Lions 
(BE) by characterizing the solution u by means of variational inequalities. 
From this regularity result we can conclude that u( ., t) belongs to C’3’(Z), 
with 0 < u < 1 - l/p for almost every t E (0, T); see R. A. Adams (AD). 
It is easily seen from (*) that u cannot be identically zero on any open 
subset of supp ~ (f) n Q. 
Of course all these results for the solution u remain valid if we replace Q 
by the larger cylinder Q”. 
The set supp-(u) is open and from (*) it follows that u satisfies the 
equation: 
all a5 t-Eg+U=f on supp-(u). 
The set 8 supp-m (u) is called the free boundary. We note that at almost 
every point of the free boundary u and its first order derivative with respect 
to the space variable x vanish. 
In our analysis we shall distinguish between various prototype cases 
depending on how the inhomogeneous term and the initial condition are 
chosen. 
Let x0 be a point on the boundary of supp (f 1, =0), then we distinguish 
between the following situations: 
(i) xo~supp-(~), 
(ii) x,E~ZJsupp~(ti). 
The difference is that in case (i) the initial snowfall area ends at a point on 
the glacier and in case (ii) x0 coincides with an endpoint of the glacier. 
Physical intuition tells us that in case (ii) new glacier formation can start 
near x0 in contrast with case (i). In case (ii) it is therefore necessary to 
distinguish between a growing and a shrinking snowfall area at x0. 
For example, let x,, coincide with X, and let f(x,, 0) = 0, f(x, 0) > 0 on 
(0, x0). Then we can distinguish between the cases: 
(ii.a) (afpt)(x,, 0) < 0 or 
(ii.b) (df/&)(x,, 0) > 0. 
All these cases will give rise to different behaviours of the free boundary as 
we shall see in the next section. Furthermore, we consider the case of a 
time-independent inhomogeneous term f separately, just because it is more 
transparent and certain formulas are simpler than in the general case. 
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2. ON THE STRUCTURE OF A FORMAL APPROXIMATION 
To again insight into the structure of a formal approximation of the 
solution and the corresponding free boundary of a singular perturbation 
problem such as (*) one can use the well-known method of matched 
asymptotic expansions; cf. Eckhaus’ book (EC). If one includes higher 
order terms a formal approximation consists of a regular expansion 
corrected with several terms having a layer character. Here the emphasis is 
on the highest order term of the regular expansion U,. Higher order terms 
and layers (for example along the free boundary) are discussed only briefly 
in order to obtain an idea about the kind of error estimates that one might 
expect for U0 and the corresponding approximation for the free 
surface FB,. 
Our first step is to formulate the reduced problem from which U, can be 
determined and furthermore we give an explicit expression for U, in terms 
off and U in subsection 2.1. In the following subsections we discuss the 
formal approximation in more detail for various prototype situations 
introduced at the end of the previous section. The general situation can 
easily be understood once these prototype situations have been dealt with. 
2.1. The Reduced Problem 
Our starting point is that on an open and dense subset Q of Q with 
measure (Q\ 0) = 0 the solution u of (*) can be approximated by a C’ 
function UO(x, t). Then substitution in (*) leads us to the reduced 
equations: 
(2.1.1) 
$+u,-f<O, U,60 
( 
T+u,-f .u,=o. 
> 
Of course more information is necessary to determine UO uniquely. 
Therefore we look for a solution U, of (2.1.1) without (jump) discon- 
tinuities, i.e., a solution in C(Q) and we endow UO with the initial 
condition: 
(2.1.2) u. I,=()= u. 
We shall now solve the reduced problem on the larger cylinder Q” 
introduced in Section 1. It is possible to give an explicit representation 
formula for U,. In this representation U, is characterised by a minimality 
property over a finite set of functions. 
This finite set of functions, of which the regular approximation is the 
minimum, is found in the following way. 
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Let V, be the solution of 
av0 
St+ Vo=d on Q” 
(2.1.3) 
v, l,=o= u, 
i.e., 
(2.1.4) V,(x, t) = u(x)e--r + j-$x, 5)e’-T ds on Q”. 
Next functions V&x, t) are defined as the solution of 
$+ V,=f on E,, 
(2.1.5) 
v,=o on T, n 0”. 
Here T, is a part of the nullset of f with if/at < 0 as introduced in 
Section 1. E, is the set lying forward in time above T,, in Q”; i.e., 
(2.1.6) E,= ((x, t)~ Q” 1 x~Z~,and t > t,j(x)} 
with t,j as in (1.7). 
Elsewhere we put V,(x, t) = 0; i.e., 
(2.1.7 
Now 
(2.1.8 
v,,(-x, t) = j-;tr,f(x, T)P’ ’ dt on E, 
V;,(x, t) = 0 elsewhere on Q”. 
the solution of (2.1.1) (2.1.2) can be given as 
) U,=min(O, V,, V,,) on Q”. 
Note that iff is stationary (2.1.8) reduces to U0 = min(O, V,). 
An equivalent way to characterise U0 is as follows. 
We define 0 <n,(x) < n*(x) < ... as the successive times such that for 
some 6>0 
(2.1.9) 
j-(x, t) 3 0 for n,(x)-d<tbn,(x) 
f(x, t) < 0 for n,(x) < t <n,(x) + 6. 
In terms of the glacier model the n,‘s are the successive times that snowfall 
409,137.l-6 
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starts at x for t > 0. Let us denote the total number of snowfall starts at the 
point x by k(x), i.e., 
(2.1.10) k(x)= #{tE(O, T)( t=n,(x)forsomei)<OG. 
Now an alternative formula to calculate U, is 
(2.1.11) U,(x, t) = min VC;(x, t), min ,,,, r)>, j-;,vj.fk SW’ ds 
with Vi- = min(O, V,). 
In terms of the glacier model the interpretation is as follows. The glacier 
starts its evolution at a point x as described by V, . At time nl(x) when 
snowfall starts at x the evolution goes on like V, if x is a point of the 
glacier (i.e., V, (x, n,(x)) < 0). If x is outside the glacier at time n,(x) then 
glacier formation takes place starting at time n,(x) described by the second 
term with i= 1. 
The situation at time n,(x) is analogous. There are two possibilities: (i) if 
x is no glacier point at time n,(x) then glacier formation starts at x 
according to the term with index i or (ii) if x is a glacier point at time n,(x) 
then the glacier evolution goes on like before. Thus the solution given in 
(2.1.10) (2.1.11) agrees with physical intuition. 
The formal approximation of the free boundary enhanced by U, is 
(2.1.12) FB, = d supp (U,) n Q”. 
Note that FB, starts at t = 0 at d supp _. (u). 
Let us analyse the structure of FB, somewhat further. It is simple to 
verify that 
(2.1.13) FB”CMoUSU{uM,)U{m} 
with 
T,, as before, 
MO= {(x, r)~,” If(x, t)>O, V,(x, t,=O) 
M,,= ((x, l)EE,, I./-(x, r)>O, V,,(x, r)=O) 
and 
s=0 iffis time dependent 
S= {(x, t)eQ” If(x)=0} iff‘is stationary. 
Note that 
(2.1.14) 2=f> 0 on M0 and f-!&f>0 on M, 
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and note further that M, and IW,~ can have several components, which we 
denote by M,, and M,, respectively. Using the implicit function theorem 
we see that M,, and M, are C2 varieties, which can be represented as 
with mOk, m,,k C2 on the intervals G,,, GUk, respectively. It is also clear that 
sets in the right-hand side of (2.1.13) are disjoint. Putting all the infor- 
mation together the conclusion is that FB, consists of a finite number of C2 
varieties, and a finite number of exceptional points connecting these C2 
pieces of FB, . 
Each of the C” pieces of FB, can uniquely be classified as having one of 
the following types: 
f type: T, n FB,, a piece with f’= 0, df/dt < 0; 
m type: M,, n FB,, M,jn FB,,, a piece with f > 0, tYU,/dt > 0; 
s type: only iffis stationary, a piece with f=O. 
In terms of the glacier model these types of pieces of FB, have the 
following interpretation: f, glacier formation; s, stationary glacier front; m, 
glacier melting away. 
Let us now pay attention to the exceptional points of FB,. At such a 
point P there are only two possibilities: 
(i) P connects a piece of f type with a piece of m type. 
(ii) P connects two different pieces of m type. 
Connections of types f-f, f-s, s-s, and m-s can easily be excluded because 
of the conditions in Cl. 
In order to have a generic kind of situation at these connection points we 
make an additional assumption: 
c2: 
(2.1.15) 
{ 
(x, t) E Q” / v, =f= 0, $< 0 
I { 
c (x, t) E Q” I grad V, # 0 and i{+ 0 
I 
c 
(x, t) E E, ( I’,, =f= 0, $< 0 
I 1 
c (x, t) E Q” 1 grad V, # 0 and $# 0 
1 
(2.1.16) 
(x, t)sEV I V,= V,=O} c {(x, t)eQ” I grad V,]grad V,} 
(x, t) E E, n E,, I V, = V,, = 0) c ((x, t) E Q” I grad Vii 1 grad V,,,f# 0}, 
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where 1 denotes linear independence and where in the latter inclusion 
(ij) # (kl). 
As a consemquence of (2.1.15) a piece of f type and a piece of m type of 
FB, can only be connected in two ways at a point P of FB,: 
fm, connection: transversal inersection at P of varieties 
,f=O, g<o and Vo=O, z+O or V,=O, %+O; 
fm, conection: C’ connection of pieces at one of the special points 
p,i where 
df ,f = z = 0, 
Next, (2.1.16) implies that two pieces of m type of FB, can only be 
connected at P E FB, as follows: 
mm, connection: transfersal intersection at P of varieties 
v,=o, f>O and V,=O, f>O or 
v, = 0, ,f > 0 and v,,= 0, .f‘> 0, (ij) # (kl). 
Altogether it is clear that supp-~ (U,) is a domain with the cone property 
which lies everywhere at one side of its boundary. 
Herewith the geometrical shape of FB, has been described sufficiently for 
our needs. Examples with sketches of the behaviour will be dealt with in 
the following subsections. 
Let us now pay attention to some other properties of U,. 
First, U, has pretty good regularity properties, 
I) U,EC(Q ), U, is C’ on s~pp~(U,)\L, and U. is C2 on s~pp~(U,)\L, 
where L is the union of a finite number of vertical line segments with begin- 
ning points at 13 supp ~ (ii) at t = 0 or at exceptional points of FB, and with 
endpoints for t < T” at exceptional points of FB,. At L, U0 and aUo/at are 
continuous and i3U,/dx has a simple jump discontinuity. 
Second, it is now easy to verify that supp _ (,f) c supp-( U,) and that 
our solution U, of the reduced problem given in (2.1.8) satisfies the 
corresponding reduced variational inequality; cf. (LI). This provides us 
with a uniqueness property for U,, since the reduced variational inequalty 
has a unique solution. 
In the third place conditions Cl, C2 guarantee a terrain stability propert? 
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for the solution of the reduced problem. Consider the reduced problem 
with slightly perturbed data: 
(2.1.17) Y=f+f,, l5=u+u, 
with 
.f, E C2(C?)> ti,EC1(I)); f,>O, $30, supp~(;)esupp (U), 
supp (zq = fi (&- , ) k,,), zi E C2[k,i&, ) k,,], 
,=l 
supp (.W”)CsuPP~ (i) 
llfJlc~(~~, 6 6, II~pllc(i)~ 4 Ii,-*Y,I <s for ,j = 1, . . . . 2m. 
The parameter 6 measures the size of the perturbation. 
In case of a stationary inhomogeneous term f we also suppose that f is 
stationary. Now the solution of the reduced problem is structurally stable 
in the following sense. 
LEMMA 1. If the perturhhations are sufficiently small, i.e., 0 < 6 < 6, then 
the solution 8, of the reduced problem with perturbed data x i is given by 
(2.1.18) 6, = min(O, VO, 8,) E C(p”), 
where v0 and 8, are defined as in (2.1.4), (2.15) but with u, f replaced by 
i, 7 Furthermore, 
(2.1.19) supp (0”) = suPP (U,) 
and 3K > 0 such that V’6 E (0,6,): 
and u,< zi, 
(2.1.20) II U0 - U,~Ic.,~j 6 K6 and max distance((x, t), F?J,) < K6. 
O<r<T (r,l)Et-& 
Moreover, all pieces of FB, of type ,f or m have counterparts of F-B, of the 
same type. In the stationary case a piece of FB, of type s has a counterpart 
of FB, of type s or type m. 
There is only a possibility,for new pieces in E, in O(6) neighbourhoods of 
the initial points (ki,o), i = 1, . . . . 2m. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider 8, as defined in (2.1.15). It is clear that 
the definition makes sense for the conditions in Cl remain valid for the 
perturbed dataf, 6 and the implicit function theorem guarantees that Tij is 
O(6) close to T,. The contents of (2.1.19) and the first part of (2.1.20) 
follow then almost directly from the properties of the perturbations. 
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The statements about the counterparts of pieces of FB, and most of the 
second part of (2.1.20) are enhanced by the implicit function theorem since 
conditions Cl, C2 guarantee nonvanishing gradients of the inhomogeneous 
term on pieces of type f, s and at points of type fm, and also of U0 on 
pieces of m type and at points of type fm, and mm,,. 
A difficulty arises only in neighbourhoods of transition points of fm, 
type, where the implicit function theorem breaks down on the piece of m 
type. So let us analyse the situation there more carefully. 
At t = t, (see Fig. 2) we have 
8,(x, to) = jirv, (.0x, s) +f& s)k’ ” ds 
< [‘” (f(x,~)+~)e”+‘~ds 
where (W~x)(yo, 1, 
Taylor terms and 
neighbourhood of P. 
6 - Iti < 0 and the factor & stems from higher order 
exponentials et0 - n(x) that are close to 1 in a 
The conclusion is that 8,(x,, to) < 0 once we take x-y, > 26/i. Hence 
(2.1.20) also holds true near these transition points of type fm,. 
Jn(r) 
6 Cto-4x)l. i 
$yo, r,).(x-y,).;+S 
I 
) 
FIG. 2. A neighbourhood of a transition point P= (.yo, T(,). 
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The analysis of U, near the initial points (xi, 0) is not difficult and it is 
left to the reader. 
It is now also easy to verify that ti, inherits all other properties of U,, 
such as the regularity, and the fact that suppP(y) c supp-( 8,); i.e., 0, is 
indeed the solution of the reduced variational inequality with the perturbed 
data. 1 
Let us conclude this subsection with the following remarks. It is of 
course possible to interchange in Lemma 1 the role of U, and 8,. In this 
way we get an analogous result for the case where in (2.1.14) the following 
inequalities are reversed: 
f, d 0, U,dO, supp- (r?) 2 SUPPP(U). 
Both versions of Lemma 1 will play a key role in our correctness proof in 
Section 3. 
As a consequence of this lemma it is possible to introduce an operator 
A,, which maps data to the solution of the relduced problem: 
(2.1.18’) u, = &(f, fi). 
The operator A, is given by (2.1.8). The lemma shows that the operator A, 
is well defined for a class of data close tofand ii and that this operator has 
very nice continuity properties. 
2.2. A Stationary Inhomogeneous Term f(x) 
Here we consider the case where supp- (f) and supp ~ (U) are both 
connected, supp~(fI,=o)=(x,,~2), sup~~(u)=(X,,X,). 
The expression for the 0th order term of the regular approximation now 
simplifies to 
(2.2.1) U,(x, t) = min[O, u(x)e-‘+f(x)( 1 -e-o] 
since the “snowfall start index” k(x) is ~0. In Fig. 3 two representative 
cases are sketched. 
Outside supp (f) the approximation of the free boundary is given by: 
(2.2.2) FB,={(x,r)ir=ln(l-z)}. 
Another possibility is that FB, coincides with a zero of the functionf; see 
Fig. 3b. Hence here m-type and s-type pieces of FB, can be found. 
Interesting phenomena occur at maxima and minima as in the right part 
of FB, in Fig. 3a. In terms of the glacier model the minimum corresponds 
to formation of a hole and the maximum corresponds to melting away of 
an isolated piece. 
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FIG. 3. A time-independent inhomogeneous term jl 
To get an impression of errors made by approximating u by U, we shall 
briefly discuss the higher order terms and the layer corrections necessary to 
get an improved formal approximation. Problem (*) gives rise to a next 
order term of O(E) in the regular expansion. At FB, layer corrections are 
necessary to improve the order of the formal approximation and to obtain 
C’ regularity in the x-direction of the formal approximation at the 
approximation of the free boundary. Of course, this regularity condition is 
required, since the solution u itself has this kind of regularity; see Section 1. 
At a piece of FB, of m type away from maxima or minima analysis of 
significant degenerations (cf. (EC)) we are led to a layer of width E. The 
correction starts with an O(E) term and all terms are found from ODE. A 
more detailed analysis of this layer will be given in a subsequent paper. At 
minima and maxima the layer structure is two-dimensional of size E x E, it 
starts with an O(E) term, and it is generated by a parabolic equation. This 
is also the case at initial points of FB,. A more serious correction to U, 
occurs at a piece of FB, which coincides with a zero off: Here a layer of 
width & starting with a & term and governed by a parabolic equation is 
necessary to improve the formal approximation. Therefore, in general the 
best we can expect is an error estimate for U0 and FB, of the order A. 
This is what we shall prove in Section 3. 
2.3. A Time-Dependent Inhomogeneous Term f 
Here we consider a simple case where the “snowfall start” index k(x) is 
everywhere G 1 on [0, 11. In our example we take supp. (f 1 r=o) = 
(XI? X2)? supp -(U) = (X,, X2) with o<x, =x, <x,=x,< 1 and 
c~f/atKx, > 0) > 0, (V/Jt)(x,, 0) < 0. 
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A graphical representation of a possible solution in such a case is given 
in Fig. 4. 
In the case of Fig.4 supp ~ ( U,) can be divided into three regions marked 
Reg,, Reg,, Reg, in the figure. Reg, is at the right of x2, Reg, is at the left 
of Xl, and Reg, is the rest of supp-( U,). The solution of the reduced 
problem is as follows: 
U”(X, t)= ii(x)e-‘+ s,:-I‘(X’ z)e’-’ dT in Reg, 
(2.3.1) in Reg 1 
in Reg,. 
Note that U, is indeed continuous along the exceptional vertical line 
segments. 
Looking at the glacier model Fig. 4 has the following interpretation. As 
for the left part of the free boundary FB, first near (xi, 0) the snowfall area 
- - - nullset of f 0// supp-( U,) 
-a-.- exceptional vertical linesegments 
. exceptional points, P is of type fmo 
Q is of type fml 
R is of type mm0 
FIG. 4. J time-dependent, a simple case. 
T t 
t=o 
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becomes smaller and so does the snow covered glacier area. After some 
time the snowfall area grows again and somewhat later the free boundary 
reaches this area at P. From that moment on new glacier formation takes 
place in Reg,. As for the right part of FB, first the snowfall area becomes 
larger at (x,, 0) and hence new glacier formation starts in Reg,. At Q the 
curve f= 0 reverses its direction and the snowfall area shrinks and the new 
glacier piece starts melting away. At R the new glacier with x > ,x2 has 
vanished completely and the melting away goes on with the original piece 
of the glacier. 
In order to get a higher order formal approximation of the solution U0 
has to be corrected in several ways. Next order terms of O(E) are needed in 
the regular expansion and layers of width E starting with an O(E) term 
satisfying an ODE are needed along pieces of FB, of m-type. Moreover 
internal layers are necessary at the exceptional vertical line segments. Their 
width is O(d), the magnitude of their highest order term is O(A), and 
they are found from parabolic equations. Moreover two-dimensional layers 
of width F x E and magnitude O(E) satisfying parabolic equations are 
needed near points of fm, or mm, type or at initial points of FB,. Near 
points of type fm, special layers of size s2’3 x s’j3 and magnitude O(E”~) of 
parabolic type are found. Altogether this leads us to the expectation that 
U, will not approximate u better than O(A) just as in the stationary case 
of the previous subsection. We refer the reader again to Section 3 for the 
proof of such a correctness result. 
2.4. On the Reduced Solution in a More General Case 
Here we give a sketch of a more general situation. In Fig. 5 we made a 
survey of the kind of things that can occur in a more general situation. In 
terms of the glacier model we observe the following phenomena: 
C’ transition from formation to melting (Je.1); 
Co transition fro melting to formation (Je.4); 
formation of a gap, C2 smooth (Je.2) or Co smooth (“crack”, Je.8); 
closure of a gap from the sides (Je.3) or from inside (Je.7); 
birth of an isolated piece from one point (Je.15) or an interval at once 
(Je. 13); 
melting away of an isolated piece at one point, C2 smooth (Je.11) or 
Co smooth (Je.9) or at an interval (Je.10); 
Co collision of two pieces (kind of gap closing, Je.5); 
C2 joining of two pieces (kind of gap closing, Je.14); 
Co “collision” of two gaps (kind of melting away of a piece, Je.9); 
C2 joining of two gaps (kind of melting away of a piece, Je.6). 
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FIG. 5. .f time-dependent, a more general case. 
At a certain moment the glacier has even completely vanished (see 12) and 
later on it reappears again. 
Herewith it has been illustrated that a solution of the reduced problem 
can describe a pretty complex glacier evolution. Nevertheless, the proof of 
correctness in the next section works in a unified way for all different 
situations. 
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3. CORRECTNESS OF FORMAL APPROXIMATIONS PROVED BY 
LOWER AND UPPER BARRIERS 
The purpose of this section is to prove the correctness of the formal 
approximations U, and FB, of the solution of problem (*) and the 
corresponding free boundary. 
Our method to prove the correctness of U, and FB, is based on the 
construction of so-called lower and upper barriers for the solution u of 
problem (*). Lower and upper barriers are explicitly known functions u” 
and u’, satisfying: 
(3.1) u’(x, t) < u(x, t) < u”(x, t) a.e. on 0, 
A comparison lemma given in section (3.1.i) makes it possible to construct 
an explicitly known lower barrier u’; see section (3.2.i). 
An upper barrier uU will be constructed with the use of the maximum 
principle for parabolic differential equations; see Sections (3.l.ii) and 
(3.2.ii). 
With the use of these barriers we also get explicitly known bounds for 
the free boundary of problem (*); see Section (3.2.iii). 
The main result concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u of 
problem (*) and the free boundary is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions Cl, C2 the solution u of problem (*) 
satisfies 
(3.2) U,(x, t) - N, . & < u(x, t) < U,(x, t) + N, . E 
uniformly on Q as E JO, 
with U, the solution of the reduced problem. The positive constants NI, N, 
are independent of E. 
Inside 0 the free boundary lies in an O(&; E)-neighbourhood qf the curue 
FB, defined as 
U Bp,,p,b, t), 
with 
B,,,,,,(x,t)=((y,s)~su~~~(~,)I((x-y)~+(t-s)~)""<~L,~ 
" {(Y~~)~~UPP~(~,)\~uPP~(f)I((x-~)2+(~-~)2)"2<~2~ 
with p, = O(&) and p2 = O(E) for E 10. 
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Note that Theorem 1 gives a global result on Q. 
The overall order of the error of the approximation, O(h), agrees with 
the analysis of next order terms and layers of Section 2. However, this 
theorem contains a noticeable improvement: the upper barrier is O(E) close 
to the approximation U,. Also the information about the location of the 
free boundary is more precise. The free boundary lies within O(&) dis- 
tance of FB, outside supp-( U,) or within O(E) distance of FB, inside 
supp- (U,). Furthermore, the free boundary lies outside suppP(f), i.e., at 
parts of FB, of f type the free boundary is located outside supp _ (U,). 
(3.1) The Comparison Lemma and the Maximum Principle 
for Parabolic Differential Equations 
(3.1.i) The comparison Lemma 
The comparison lemma compares the solution u of the following free 
boundary problem, 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
au a*v ---E+vvg, at v60 
( 
a0 a* 
z-E,,z+v-g . 
> 
v=o 
(3.1.3) v(x, 0) = U(x) for x~l and v-Oon B, 
with the solution u of problem (*). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that ge L*(O, T; L*(Z)) and 0~ L*(Z) (i.e., 
v E L*(O, T; H’(Z)) and au/at E L*(O, T; L*(Z))) and 
(3.1.4) s<f a.e. on Q 
(3.1.5) Vdii a.e. on Z 
with f and ii the inhomogeneous term and initial conditions of problem (*). 
Then: 
(3.1.6) v,<u a.e. on Q. 
The proof of this lemma is given in the book of Bensoussan and Lions 
(BE). 
In terms of the glacier model this lemma says that the height of a glacier 
increases with an increasing snow activity and an increasing initial height. 
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(3.l.ii) The Maximum Principle for Parabolic Differential Equations 
Let the function u, , defined on Q, be a classical solution of the parabolic 
differential equation, defined by 
(3.1.7) 
with x E 1 
In our application the function u, will be equal to a regularized version 
of the solution u of problem (*). 
Consider a function u2, defined on the closure of an open subset E c Q 
where E is of the form {(x, t) E Q ) x E J, t > e(x)} with an interval Jc I 
and e E C(J), 0 < e(x) < T on J. In applications E will be something like Q 
or one of the set E,, introduced before. Suppose that v2 is a classical 
solution of the parabolic equation 
(3.1.8) $2$+L12=g on Eu {(x, t) / XGJ, t= T}. 
The following result is a classical comparison principle for parabolic 
equations. 
LEMMA 3. [f the following inequalities are satisfied, 
(3.1.9) 768 on E 
(3.1.10) u16v, on aEn ((x, t) 1 t < T), 
then it follows that 
(3.1.11) VI <v2 on all of E. 
The proof of this lemma is a straightforward application of the 
maximum principle to the difference u,-u,; cf. Protter and Weinberger 
(PR). 
(3.2) Upper and Lower Barriers 
The construction of upper and lower barriers is based on the heuristic 
idea that the function U0 lies already in a certain small neighbourhood of 
the solution u of problem (*). 
However, this function itself is neither a lower barrier nor an upper 
barrier in the sense of the comparison lemma given in Section (3.1). For 
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instance, the regularity of U, is insufficient. Furthermore, even where U0 is 
sufficiently regular, we have that 
au, a2uo aw, P-g.- 
at aX2 +Uo=f-E- a.2 
and in general a2U,/ax2 has no fixed sign as required in the conditions in 
Section 3.1. 
First we shall describe the construction of barriers in a general way. In 
Sections (3.2.i) (3.2.ii) we consider the construction of a lower barrier and 
an upper barrier in more detail. 
The function U, can be seen as the image of the inhomogeneous term f 
and the initial condition U under a mapping A, 
(3.2.1) u, = &(f, 4. 
The structure of A, was derived explicitly in Section 2.1; see (2.1.18) and 
(2.1.8). Lower and upper barriers will be constructed using a function 
8 = A,(1 u’) with suitably chosen functionsyand u’ close to f and U. For an 
upper barrier we can work directly with this function 8, in Lemma 3 of 
Section 3.1. 
For a lower barrier the function o0 has to be regularised to satisfy the 
regularity conditions of Lemma 2 of Section 3.1. This regularisation is done 
by convolution with a smooth function 
(3.2.2) 
with ~EC;(R), JR&p)dp=l, 420, b>O on (-1, 1) and 4 symmetric 
d( -P) = 4(P). 
Note, that d6 on (-S,6) x (-26,O). In this convolution 6, must be 
extended for t > T, but the convolution does not use values of 8, with 
t < 0. The parameter 6 > 0 will be related to E in suitable way. 
(3.2.i) A Lower Barrier 
Our candidate for a lower barrier is of the form 
(3.2.3) 
with 
ii= [u-N&H(-ti)] * I/+. 
Here 8, is defined on Q”, hence it is no problem that the convolution uses 
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values of t > T. H denotes the Heaviside function and the function tj6 is 
introduced analogously to (3.2.2): 
I//s(x) = 6 Ldw). 
Now we shall use Lemma 2 of Section (3.1.i) to show that u’ is indeed a 
lower barrier. In this comparison lemma we take 
(3.2.4) 
Note that (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) are then satisfied. Moreover, u’, g, and u posses the 
regularity required to apply the lemma. Hence, we only have to check that 
g <f and V f U for E > 0 sufficiently small. We shall show that this is the 
case if the constants M and N are sufficiently large. 
The difference between g and f can be written as 
(3.2.6) g-f= -M & h * C$JF -f. (1 - h * 4,~) 
with h = H( - 0,). The analysis of the sign of the right-hand side is a rather 
delicate affair. First we observe that there are positive s-independent 
constants K, IX such that in the fourth term 
The third term in the right-hand side can be estimated in the following 
way. At a point P= (x,, to) we have 
Cf. (h * #A) - (fh) * 4~1 I p= [((f-f I p)h) * #,/A I P 
and as a consequence 
If.(h*8,;;)-(fh)*dJEl~c.2~ 
with C an upperbound for the absolute value of the derivatives off: Next 
for the first and second term we distinguish between two subregions of Q: 
a the region where h * +,r= 1, b the region where h * d,/;: < 1. 
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a. In the region where h * 4~ = 1 the second and third term of the 
right-hand side vanish and we get: 
g-f< -M&+(K+ctN)&QO, 
if we choose M> K + UN. 
b. More difficult is the region where h * 4~ < 1. The clue is to show 
that there an inequality of the following type holds true, 
faM,/-2C&, 
with C an upperbound for the absolute values of the derivatives off; as 
before. 
Using this we find in that region 
g-f< -M&++C&2C&+(K+crN)&$O, 
if we choose MB 4C+ (K+ UN). 
The reason for this inequality for f is that a point (x, t) for which 
h * 4~ < 1 has a distance ~2 fi to a point (y, s) in the complement of 
supp-( 8,). From the construction of 8, it follows that J(y, S) > 0 i.e., 
f(y,.GM& 
Now a simple Taylor expansion reasoning yields f (x, 1) >f (y, s) - 
2C & and by combining these facts the proof of the inequality is complete. 
As a consequence we have that for E > 0 sufficiently small, 
(3.2.7) g-f<% 
if M is chosen sufficiently large, M > 4C + K + crN. 
For the other condition of Lemma 2 we notice that 
(3.2.8) 0, r?(x)e-’ + ‘7(x, r)e’-’ dz 
J‘ 
. 
0 > 
For XE supp..(U) it follows that 
(3.2.9) V(x)<(U(x)-~N&)e~~‘~‘+2&~(max IU’l +mp Ifl) 
with Y = j.i d(p) dp. 
It follows that V < u on supp ~ (u) if N is sufficiently large. It is also clear 
that V < 0 everywhere and a combination of these facts yields 
(3.2.10) V-iid0. 
409il37il.7 
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The conclusion is that Lemma 2 is indeed applicable and as a 
consequence we find 
(3.2.11) v,< 24 
for a choice of M and N as indicated above. 
(3.2.ii) An Upper Barrier 
Our candidate for an upper barrier is 
(3.2.12) vu= 8 0, uo = Ao(x ;I 
with an inhomogeneous term 
(3.2.13) f=f+M& 
and an initial condition u E C2 [0, 11 such that 
(3.2.14) min(O, U + E’) < 25 < min(O, U + 2~~). 
We shall use Lemma 2 of Section (3.l.ii) to show that vu is indeed an upper 
barrier if M is a sufficiently large, positive constant independent of E. 
Actually, the proof has the structure of an iteration process of finite length. 
The function U. is given by 
Do=min(O, Vo, 8,) 
with vo,, 8, as in (2.1.8) but with the datax z? as in (3.2.13), (3.2.14). 
Successively we shall demonstrate that 
U, d min(O, Vo) 
(3.2.15) 
pz d min(0, Vo, P,) 
u, <min(O, Vo, VI, . . . . 8,) 
where P,, . . . . v,,,, is a special reordering of the functions r,. The function 
U, is a regularised version of the solution u of problem (*), 
(3.2.16) 
The desired result u < 8, follows easily by taking the limit c1 JO in the last 
inequality of (3.2.15). 
First we describe how U, can be obtained from U. 
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The solution u is well defined on Q” and we already know from our 
lower barrier that u = 0 in a neighbourhood of 31 for 0 6 t d T" and we 
define u as 0 outside I. Now we define 
(3.2.17) u, = 2.4 * cj, 
with 4% as in (3.2.2). Using the regularity of ZJ specified in Section 1 one 
finds a concrete estimate 
Herewith (3.2.16) has been verified. 
Next we check (3.2.15) step by step. 
(0) For the first step we use Lemma 3 with 
0, =u 19 7= CW-u)fl * 4, 
(3.2.18) 0-J = I& g=(f+M-Eg$ 
E=Q. 
It is easy to check that 
(3.2.19) u,d & for t=O andon B=&(O, T) 
if c1 is sufficiently small, say </Is3 with /I sufhciently small. For the 
difference of the inhomogeneous terms we obtain at a point PE Q 
Since supp ~ (f) is contained in supp _ (u) it is clear that 
(f-g) IPG -+2) Ip+ [(f-f IP) * #,I IPi 
i.e., 
(3.2.20) f-g< --E(M-K)+2Ca 
with K an upperbound for a*v,/ax* and C an upperbound for the absolute 
value of the derivatives off: By choosing A4 = 2K and u as before we have 
(3.2.21) Bg. 
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Hence, the conditions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled and the first step of our 
scheme follows: 
(3.2.22) U, < min(O, VO). 
(1, etc.) For the next steps we put the functions P, in a special 
ordering. We order these functions according to the loation of the 
corresponding curves pg. We define 7, > pk, if 7, n Tk, is non-empty and 
i,> 1,, on this joint interval. 
This relation for these curves has the following property: Ti, > pk, and 
Tk[> Fmp* 7(T,, > T,) but the relation is not necessarily transitive. Now 
we order the curves p’. top-down with respect to this > relation and next 
we rename these curves as T,, . . . . T,,,, and their definition intervals as 
I”,, . . . . i,, i.e., 
(3.2.23) i<j3i,nii=@ or Ti > Tj. 
The functions “ii and the sets E, corresponding to Tij are renamed 
8,, . . . . PM and E,, . . . . E,,,,, respectively. 
The clue to this reordering is that 
(3.2.24) 
8&O on aE, n {(x, t) 1 t < T} 
P,>min(O, V,, . . . . Pip ,) on Ein{(x,t)I CT}. 
These inequalities can be proved with a simple induction argument. The 
first inequality follows from f 3 0 on 8E, n { i3i, x[O, r] } and the definition 
in (2.1.7). 
In the induction step we use (2.1.7) and the fact that fd0 on 8E, inter- 
sected with the union of the E,, . . . . E,- ,and {ai,x[O, r] }. 
The importance of (3.2.24) will become clear shortly. Now we shall prove 
iterative!y with induction with respect to i that 
(3.2.25) u,d p, on E,uaE,. 
The proof is similar to our 0th step. Now we use Lemma 3 with 
01 = u*, .7= IIW -u)fl * 4, 
(3.2.26) VI = v,, g=(f+M-2$ 
E=&. 
In this induction process (3.2.24) has the immediate consequence that 
(3.2.27) u,< 8, on aEi n {(x, t) 1 t < T) 
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are herewith one of the conditions of Lemma 3 has been verified. The 
condition on the inhomogeneous terms can also be verified analogous to 
(3.2.20), (3.2.21), but there is a slight complication. The term d2 Pi/&x2 
contains a singularity at 8Ei n { aZ,x[O, r] } if there is a point of type fm, 
there. Denote the end points of 7, as cl; < 5; then such a singularity behaves 
like -(~-5;))‘/~ or -(a,-~))“~. Since the sign of the singularity is 
correct the singularity is completely harmless, for 
aV f-g< --EM+&-----! ax2 + 2cc( 
and the negative singularity is only helpful to get a negative right-hand 
side. The conclusion is that for M sufficiently large and CI as before, 
(3.2.28) f-g-d 
As a consequence of Lemma 3 we then obtain (3.2.25). Now all steps in the 
iteration process (3.2.15) have been verified and by taking the limit o! JO we 
obtain the desired result, 
(3.2.29) u< 6”, 
if A4 is chosen as indicated above. 
(3.2.iii) Proof of Theorem 
The estimates for the location of the free boundary of problem (*) and 
the estimates in (3.2) follow now almost immediately using the stability 
results in Lemma 1, Section 2.1. 
In case of the upper barrier of Section (3.2.ii), II’ = 8,, this lemma 
guarantees that 0, > UO, U,-- 8, is O(E) uniformly on 0, and 
a~~pp-(~~)c~~pp-(U~) with asupp_(tf’) O(E) close toFB,. 
In case of the lower barrier of Section (3.2.i), u’ = 8, * 44, it follows 
that U0 - 8, = O(G) and consequently U, - u, = O(&) and moreover, 
supp ~ (u,) 2 supp ~ ( oI,) I supp _ ( U,). A point of P E 3 supp ~ (0’) has a dis- 
tance < 2 J to a point P of supp _ (8,) and the lemma guarantees that P 
is O(h) close to FB,. Hence iI supp-(u’) is O(&) close to FB,. 
Herewith (3.2) has been verified. Since 
(3.2.30) ~SUPP (U)=SUPP~(U’)\{SUPP~(U~)USUPP~ (f)) 
the result for the free boundary of Theorem 1 follows now also at once. 
This completes the proof of the correctness of the solution of the reduced 
problem. 
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